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Health and Safety at The Clare’s Learning Club  
 

There are numerous important elements to consider when it comes to ensuring that the children, the teacher 

and if applicable the parent or child volunteer are kept safe at the Clare’s Learning Club. These elements are 

outlined below. The overriding principle is always to err on the side of caution. 

Supervision of children 

 
The Clare’s Learning Club teacher is responsible at all times for the supervision of the children in his/her care 

from the moment that the handover of the child has taken place, to the moment that the handover from the 

teacher to the parent/carer takes place. To assist the teacher, a parent volunteer may be selected at each 

venue. This volunteer will, like The Clare’s Learning Club teacher, have a full DBS enhanced disclosure. (See 

‘Recruitment and role of the parent volunteer’). 

Registration of children 
 

Information on children joining your clubs will be sent to you by the Clare’s Learning Club administration 

department. It is the responsibility of The Clare’s Learning Club teacher to regularly check emails and to 

ensure that an up to date register is kept of each class and that the registers for each term are stored in The 

Clare’s Learning Club teacher‘s folder and taken to each club. The register should include up to date notes on 

any relevant issues relating to individual children (for example health, medical or allergy information). At the 

end of each term, the teacher can shred and dispose of the registers. As a precaution it is also the teacher’s 

responsibility to ensure that parents/carers add their preferred contact numbers to their ‘permission and 

consent’ forms and alter this if necessary. New children should not be accepted unless the parent has given in 

a completed ‘permission and consent form’ 
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Safe handover 

 
On joining the Clare’s Learning Club, parents sign a ‘permission and consent form’ and on this the parents sign 

to agree that they will bring their child into the venue themselves and also collect their child from the venue 

themselves. Also included on this sheet are the names of all adults that they authorise to pick up their child. It 

is the Clare’s Learning Club teacher’s responsibility to ensure that a safe handover is carried out at the 

beginning and the end of each Clare’s Learning Club session, for each child. If parents do not keep to the 

agreement that they made on the contact information form, then the Clare’s Learning Club teacher must 

politely resolve this with the family concerned. It is not acceptable for the Clare’s Learning Club teacher to let 

children walk across to a car etc, as this is not a direct handover of responsibility. If an unauthorised person 

turns up to collect a child, then the Clare’s Learning Club teacher will need to contact the child’s parents to 

confirm that it is okay to let this person take the child. It is also then the teacher’s responsibility to make sure 

that the parent then adds this adult to the list of authorised adults, the next time they see the parent. 

The Venue 
 

It is the Clare’s Learning Club teacher’s responsibility to select a safe and secure venue. (Please see policy 

‘Choosing a Clare’s Learning Club venue’ for further information). It is also the responsibility of the teacher to 

assess the risks at each venue, and to use the Clare’s Learning Club risk assessment forms in the Clare’s 

Learning Club teacher folder to record this information and to put into action systems to reduce these risks. If 

a new risk becomes apparent at a venue, then this risk should be added to the risk assessment form. The risk 

assessments should be updated at least once a year. The teacher should discuss risks with the venue and seek 

to have them rectified if possible. 

Filling in a risk assessment form 
 

The risk assessment forms have the following headings: 
 

List hazards List people List existing Note any action Level of 
here that could controls and note you will take to risk 

be affected 
by the 
hazard here 

where the 
information is kept 

control risks (low, 
medium, 
high) 
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Examples of hazards might be chemicals that have not been locked away, frayed carpet that could be tripped 

on, piles of tables that could topple – anything that could form a risk. People that could be affected are 

primarily going to be the children, the children’s parents, yourself and the parent volunteer. Existing controls 

are things that have already been put in place, either by you or the venue to lessen the risk (for example, a 

strap around a stack of tables). Action that you might take would be to ask the venue to take action if possible, 

to set clear rules for the children (i.e. the children are not allowed on the stage), or regular action on entering 

the venue by yourself (i.e. closing off an area with strategically placed chairs). The level of risk refers to how 

much of a danger you feel the hazard is. 

Securing the venue 

 
It is the responsibility of the teacher to ensure that the venue is secure as soon as each Clare’s Learning Club 

lesson starts, and to unlock the door at the end of the session. If you are locking the door then the key should 

be kept in the door, and you should be aware of all fire exits and procedures. You also need to make sure the 

children are aware of fire procedures. 

Physical activities 

 
From time to time, the children will take part in activities that involve running or moving quickly around the 

hall. It is the responsibility of the teacher to check that the activities the children are involved in are covered 

by their insurance policy. It is also the responsibility of the teacher to ensure that children are taught how to 

move around safely and be aware of other children. It is the responsibility of the teacher to put any child that 

is seen to be causing a safety issue for the other children, on a ‘time out’ and to only allow the child to return 

to the activity, if they start to behave in a way that no longer poses a threat to the other children. 

Accidents 

 
It is the Clare’s Learning Club teacher’s responsibility to be diligent and attentive to all children at all times, to 

minimise the chances of an accident. Children need to have clear consistent rules to follow while at the Clare’s 

Learning Club, to help to keep them safe, and these rules need to be enforced. If however, a child does hurt 

themselves, then you will need to assess the situation, and apply simple first aid (making sure that the 
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parent/carer has given written permission for this on the contact information form) and ring the child’s 

parent/carer if you feel this is necessary to come and collect the child. Once this has taken place, if you have a 

parent volunteer they can supervise the child in a quiet corner of the room, until the parent/carer arrives to 

pick the child up or in less severe cases until the child is ready to return to the group. Should there be no 

parent volunteer, the child will need to be seated near you until collection. A Clare’s Learning Club Accident 

Report Form (which you should always keep spare copies of in your Clare’s Learning Club teacher’s folder/ 

drive) and ask the parent to sign the form when they pick the child up. Depending on the severity of the 

accident, you may want to telephone the parent later that day to check up on the child and show your 

concern. 

First aid 

 
As the only adult apart from the parent volunteer at the venue, the Clare’s Learning Club teacher is the 

designated first aider. As such he/she is responsible for making sure they have adequate first aid training. 

Advice on first aid training can be given by the Clare’s Learning Club franchisor. You have been given a first aid 

box with simple first aid instructions inside it. It is your responsibility to read these instructions, so that you 

understand how to use the kit. 

Sickness 
 

If a child is sick during the Clare’s Learning Club then their parents will need to be telephoned immediately and 

asked to pick them up. If a child is sick during the club, then it will be the responsibility of the parent volunteer 

to clean up since you will be unable to clean up, while teaching, it is however your responsibility at the end of 

the session to make sure that the venue is left suitably clean. 

Allergies 
 

If a child suffers from any known allergies, then the parent should have listed these allergies and information 

about them on the contact information sheet. It is the responsibility of the Clare’s Learning Club teacher, to 

read all of the contact information sheets and to note any significant details (including all information about 

allergies) on the register of attendance, for easy access. It is the responsibility of the Clare’s Learning Club 

teacher to be aware of any substances or circumstances that could trigger these allergies, and any medical 

intervention that may be required. This information should be obtained by talking to the child’s parent. 
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Sweets 

 
If a child has an allergy (or is just not allowed) a particular type of sweet, then this information should be 

provided by the parent on the contact information form. It is the responsibility of the Clare’s Learning Club 

teacher to use this information to make sure that children are not given access to sweets that they are not 

able or allowed to eat. Be aware that some allergies mean that the sufferer cannot even touch or smell certain 

substances (i.e. nut allergies) so you would need to avoid giving those types of sweets to all of the children at 

the venue. As you only have one sweet tin for all of your venues, then these restrictions should inform your 

choice of sweets for all of your venues. 

 

Taking Clare’s Learning Club children outside 
 

During exam days and summer school, you may want to take the children outside during their lunch break. 

This is only appropriate if the venue has its own secure outside area, which is available for your own exclusive 

use. If you take the children outside, make sure that they all go out with you and that your parent volunteer 

comes with you. Be aware that the children will need to have access to shade if it is hot, and should have their 

own sun cream with them to apply themselves, or have been already protected with cream before arriving in 

the morning. 


